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COVID-19 Planning for a Surge 

OFDA members have been seeing increasing numbers of deaths related to the COVID-19 
pandemic. The additional deaths from the pandemic add to the annual increase in call 
volume traditionally seen in the Fall. Planning for these additional deaths and the 
possibility of delayed services due to family members being ill is critical. There are several 
steps to the Ohio Mass Fatality Plan for funeral homes. 

Step 1: Self-awareness and contingencies 

Funeral homes should inventory supplies and order ahead on critical items such as 
embalming fluid, PPE and body bags. Additionally, you should look at your facility to 
determine if you can convert any of your facility to store decedents temporarily. This 
could be garage space, unused chapel space or other areas that you are not using due 
to pandemic restrictions on larger gatherings. Consider if your facility could use a rack 
system to store decedents on 2 or 3 tiers on heavy duty shelving purchased pre-made 
or built from lumber. Try to determine how many decedents you can store and what 
your threshold is to be overwhelmed. 

Step 2: Cooperation with colleagues 

There are many funeral homes in Ohio that share resources with other funeral homes. 
This may be personnel, equipment or cooperative buying of supplies. Reach out to 
another funeral home in your area to see if you could work together for local storage of 
additional decedents.  

Step 3: Local capacity is overwhelmed 

There may come a point that you have exceeded your storage capacity. If you have 
become overwhelmed, there are State owned assets that can help. The State has a 
limited number of mobile cooling trailers. The trailers must be requested through your 
county EMA office. Local EMA contacts State EMA to get trailers deployed. Note that 
this is not something that can be done in a couple of hours. Mobile cooling units require 
24-48 hours to be deployed and installed at a location. This may require running 
electricity to the unit, too. This is why it is important to know your capacity and what your 
trigger threshold is to make an emergency request for assistance. 

Step 4: Attentive Care Site 

If there are several areas that are overwhelmed and the State mobile assets have been 
depleted, there is a plan for the State to operate an Attentive Care Site. This facility 



would be a temporary holding area for EMBALMED remains until the funeral home 
could catch up in performing dispositions by burial or cremation. The plan calls for up to 
3 Attentive Care Sites to be stood up around the State. This is a last resort plan. The 
Ohio Department of Health and Ohio Emergency Management Agency will try to 
manage fatalities at the local level. An Attentive Care Site will take 72-96 hours to stand 
up. Again, prior planning on an individual and local level are key to the success of the 
State plan. 

With the upcoming holiday season, there is an expectation that the COVID numbers will 
increase. There will likely be a rise in numbers following Thanksgiving that could lead to 
increased fatalities in mid-December. Planning now will help you if your area sees a 
surge in deaths and is also good information to have in case there is another localized 
emergency.  

Stay safe and stay healthy! 
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